




In the mid-nineties, The Company Aqua Cover® developed with the help of two engineers, a revolutionary submerged cover for swimming pools. 
Two years of intensive trials and use confirmed the liability of their submerged swimming pool cover. The strength of the company is to combine 
with success, innovation, liability, the safety aspect and economic benefits.

The submerged automatic safety covers of Aqua Cover® Premium are composed of a tubular motor with low voltage and external end of path 
sensors, situated in a stainless steel shaft. The stainless steel is of marine quality 316 L, the PVC and polycarbonate slats are available in several 
colors and solar types. They are stabilized with calcium zinc, to avoid stains (anti UV material).

In the years 2000 the company Aqua Cover® has developed different product ranges to respond more to the demand of their customers:

• Aqua Cover® Light : The system Light is composed out of pieces in stainless steel 316L with a simplified and more traditional motor in  
  the axis with an electronical end of path.

• Aqua Cover® Box : The external motor is a tubular motor in stainless steel 316 L which is mounted on a gear box in Aluminum. Due to  
  this unique concept we receive a perfect waterproof motor (unique on the market) with an electronical end of path.

• Aqua Cover® Exterior Cube : The above ground covers are developed in our warehouse and are appreciated by its modern design, in  
  combination with Aqua Cover® Light motors.

The automatic covers of Aqua Cover® are suitable for existing and new constructions. 

COMPANY



The Aqua Cover® Premium range was introduced on the market 
in 1996.
The ingenious concept of this system is based on 2 pillars:

As the tubular motor is submerged directly into the pool, there is no 
need for a separate space for the motor.

The use of a mechanism with end of travel detectors allows the 
system to function independently from the motor (IP68 detectors 
attached to straps).

The Aqua Cover® Light range offers an ideal solution when 
you are in search of a more economical mechanism with the 
well-known quality and reliability of Aqua Cover®, yet simpler. 
This range distinguishes itself from the Premium system by the 
electronic end of path sensors.

The Light system is particularly suitable for pools in polyester, 
stainless steel, concrete,…

Aqua Cover® Premium Aqua Cover® Light
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The system Aqua Cover® Box is a technical 
development of a classic external motor.
The concept of the Box range is based on a 
combination of a gear box in combination with a 
tubular motor. Thanks to this we can protect your 
motor for humidity that occurs in the external pit.

The system Aqua Cover® Exterior can be used 
for a new pool and is also particularly suitable 
for the renovation of existing pools. This system 
is installed on the pool edges. Its advantages 
include quick and easy installation, whereby 
only a minimum surface of the pool is used.

Aqua Cover® Box Aqua Cover® Exterior
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APPLICATIONS

The mechanism is installed between the 
pool walls in a roller cover pit or not. It 
can be fixed both laterally and below the 
pool edge. This facilitates installation by 
the installer as no parts need to be glued. 
The mechanism is finished on top with a 
decking in IPE wood or in PVC.

The mechanism is installed between the 
pool walls behind a vertical polyester 
separating panel. The panel is fixed 
between the pool walls or below the pool 
edge by means of two stainless steel 
guides. The mechanism is finished on 
top with a decking in IPE wood or in PVC. 
This system is particularly suitable for 
renovations and for a new pool.

The mechanism is installed in a concrete 
recess. The wheel conductors are used to 
guide the slats underneath the beam or 
concrete construction. The mechanism 
can be covered in various ways: decking in 
IPE wood, concrete, tiles, etc.

STANDARD
POLYESTER 
SEPARATING PANEL WHEEL CONDUCTORS





APPLICATIONS

The « beach » system is installed below 
a stair. This model is highly appreciated 
for its discretion, aesthetic design as well 
as for its comfort (resting place, paddling 
pool). Once the pool is open, the roller 
cover is no longer visible.

The « bench » system offers a perfect 
solution for overflow pools, mirror pools, 
pools with a high water level or indoor 
pools. This solution allows you to enjoy 
the full water surface of your pool. Panels 
in polyester or PVC (20 mm thickness) are 
placed on the beams of the mechanism, 
forming a protective bench.

The « under bottom » system is installed 
in a concealed pit below the pool floor. 
The mechanism is preferably protected 
by a cover in polyester or in PVC (20 mm 
thickness).

BEACH BENCH IN POLYESTER / PVC UNDER BOTTOM



Le système Exterior peut être utilisé pour 
une nouvelle piscine mais est idéal pour 
des rénovations ou renouvellements des 
piscines existantes.
Ce système sera en général posé sur les 
margelles de la piscine. Les avantages 
du système Hors sol sont la facilité et la 
rapidité de son placement et de ne pas 
perdre qu’un minimum de la surface d’eau 
de la piscine.

EXTERIOR



THE SLATS

 • 

White

Blue

Sand

Grey

Belgian solar

French solar

Transparent blue

Transparent blue shine solar

Transparent crystal

Transparent crystal solar

Blue

Green

 Green solar

 Transparent silver solar

Bronze metallic solar
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* These slats do not respond to French safety standards 



THE LOCKING DEVICES

AUTOMATIC SAFETY 
LOCK COVER LOCK

MANUAL LOCK 
PRESTIGE

SAFETY LOCK FOR 
OVERFLOW POOLS

STAINLESS STEEL
LOCK WITH PVC BELT

SAFETY LOCK IN  
STAINLESS STEEL  
TO FIX UNDER 
CURBSTONES  
WITH PVC BELT

LOCK WITH BELTS
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